Sororities Pledge 75 Frosh
Purple Paint, Water
Greet New Greeks

Debby Bell
Debby Bradley
Bonnie Brenner
Cindy Brodnax
Pat Flierl
Diane Higgins
KatMe Krumm
Kathy Leonard
Ann Munch
Debbie Mathews
Sue Mumford
Jayne Perrott
Nancy Reidal
Jayne Reynolds
Cheryl Locke
Chris Sickle
Lyn Tepel
Donna Teague
Karin Romney
Alice Vom Orde
Lynn Van Wolfe

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

ALPHA XI DELTA

Elaine Rounsley

Mary Lou Asel
Meg Fairgrieve
Tammy Fye
Susie Graydon
Linda Hubert
Ruth Irvin
Julie Johnson
Kay Laube
Kathy Maurer
Ann McKeatlng
Diane Osele
Cathy Osterwise
Connie Rankin
Ellen Reding
Barb Riley
Cindy Stone
Nancy Viehe-Naess

The women's Greek fraternity
system, which many freshmen
andupperclass women were busy
with all last week, has a long
alstory, both nationally and here
at Allegheny.
Following the Civil War, more
and more women were able to
enter colleges. Following the
mass entrance of women into institutions of higher learning,
Greek letter societies for women
patterned on those for men began
to appear in the South and Middle West.
The oldest national women's
fraternity, Kappa Alpha Theta,
is also the oldest at Allegheny.
The fraternity was founded at
DePauw University, Greencastle
Indiana, on Jan. 27, 1870 by four
young women, and came here to
Allegheny in 1881.
Allegheny's Mu chapter is one
of 93 Theta chapters, and the
continued on page 3
Linda Byrer
Sororities
Nancy Christenson
Alison Cummings
Marcy Dunn
Carol Jamieson
Jane Kleshauer
Joyce Lee
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Donna Meyer
Janet Meyer
Chris Orr
Susie Patterson
Kathy Ramsey
Carol Sankey
Nancy Schott
Janet Stern
Karen Wampler
Linda Wotton

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Linda Areson
Deanna Barron
Cindy Camp
Carole Cheely
Arlen5 Diosegy
Emily Garlich
Beth Grigsby
Faxn Hardy
Ann Hollomon
Betsy Lawler
Carol Lucas
Ann Martin
Barb Marvin
Jackie Knobloch
Betsy Parke
Nancy Pickrel
Glnnie Rae Rosvold
Jayne Schroyer
Nancy Schupala
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LETTERS TO
EDITORJ

PIANUIS I/CHARLIE
fit)
THAT I THINK WRE
I A GREAT PITCHER.1

WHV.THANkf Votf, LUCV..THANK ^
V E R / M U H . . ! APPRECIATE THAT

v'

NOTE: The following letters were
received at the end of second
term by past editor Meysenberg
and deserve consideration.

Dear Mr. Meysenburg,
I would like to comment on
your policy of venting your personal grudges through the CAMPUS.
So you've had a hard time as
editor this year. This is the
general impression you are trying to convey? Well, you have
tried to do something new. For
that, I and (I believe) the rest
of the campus applaud you, but
don't be too upset because the
standing ovation doesn't last for
20 years (or even 20 minutes)
after you've made your contribution. Perhaps, in your case,
the contribution isn't as strong
as you think if the only thing
daily about the CAMPUS is the
overwhelming sentiment, "I hate
Allegheny."
During the past four years I
have been involved in the Campus
in varying degrees and have come
away with one thing. You can look
at people one of two ways—positively or negatively.
If you look at them positively,
you'll be able to work with them.
Sometimes they'll be working for
you, and sometimes you'll be
working for them, but something
will be going at any rate—including mutual criticism.
If you look at them negatively,
you'll see hypocrisy because that
is one thing we all have in common. The more polite term is
defenses.
When you see hypocrisy, you
have the problem of allotlng how

editor: suzi kindervatter
managing editor: bill mckay
news editor: les ziskind
feature editor; ann greenwald
sports editor; tyler rich
advertising: dick jeltch
composition; bill schmldt
judith husted
karen patterson
publication: jed mJller
kevin cox
photography: henry narduccl
news, sports, feature staff: karln
arenzten, barb butala, bill
Carlson, jim cowdon, nancy
coleman, sue fry,paul gleason, kris grapes, pam hardy, linda hayes, chris hobble, Judith husted, alankramer, sharyn lenhart, ray
mccracken, nancy picharel,
barb riley, jan sherman,
linda sims, lynn tepel dick
boston, bill wingert, dale
radcliffe
composition: karen berg, louise
burrell, bev holland, happy
kinney, Jackie knoblack, cathy osterwlse.

much to each person. To solve
the problem, you have to be omniscient or collect a lot of imaginary insults to get your categories of acceptance and rejection down pat. In the latter case,
you have a lot of introversion,
bitterness, and transfers. My,
my, isn't that what we have at
Allegheny?
Face the fact that anyone who
does something (any place, not
Just at Allegheny) is going to be
disagreed with or kicked in the
teeth according to the degree of
involvement.
If you don't enjoy the work
for itself then you had better give
it up as a bad bet or bad vocation choice. I, for one, do not
want a daily weather report about
to air up on the cross.
Sincerely,
Lucy Flynn

To the Editor;
Your recent editorial about
the Kaldron was
erroneous.
You misstated that ASG begged
for a.a editor when in fact seven
eager students applied for the
Kaldron post.
Skip Andrews
and Ilene chapnick accepted coeditorshlp last week. You continuously criticize our school
without bothering to investigate
facts. H6w about the lneptness
of the Campus ; a newspaper
or an opinion sheet? Spend some
time reporting what does happen
on campus instead of blowing up
at what doesn't. You might
report on any one of at least
nine U.C.M. projects or last
week's convocation (havu you
hoard of thissu-you should have!)
Open yo'jr eyes and you may
see a better campus than the
narrow opioionated view you now
offer.
Troy, '71

Editor, The Campus
We in the art department
admit readily to the charge that
we have had no ' 'academic sympathy" and have given little cooperation to the editor and the
staff of The Kaldron.
Far from giving encouragement, some of us have honestly
attempted to discourage art students from engaging in this activity whenever we were consulted, so that there could have
been no illusions on this score
to begin with.
The first requirement for a
Kaldron editor - in - chief in
the local situation should be to
possess superior administrative
ability. Artistic interests, although desirable , are likely to
get short shrift in the hectic

I CAN'T 3TANP IT... I
JUSTCAM'T-STANCMT...

situation thai usually prevails.
Any art student who becomes
editor will probably discover, to
his dismay, that he has little
time or opportunity to bring his
own very special talent into play
effectively.
The production of a complex
publication of this type can't
be done efficiently without a
relatively stable staff, including
several experienced key persons
who are willing to give large
blocks of time to it, a condition
seldom met with here. With the
small numbers interested in this
task here, it is inevitable that
the vast amount of quite necessary busy work will take the
largest share of available time,
leaving little for creative accompli shment.
The relatively conventional
expectations of the recipients
make it unlikely that the yearbook product can be a genuinely creative one, without causing
widespread disappointment or
dissatisfaction. This is why
yearbooks tend to be almost
interchangeable, rather than unique.
The energies and talents of
creative students interested in
journalistic, literary and artistic
pursuits would be much better
spent in working on the Campus,
or the Literary Magazine, or on
some other publication aimed at
current affairs or contemporary
expression, rather than in selfconsciously building a conventional memorial to themselves.
An unfortunate aspect of many
yearbook contracts is that the
production company will provide,
for its regular fee, certain services, such as layout design,
which most students prefer to
take on themselves in order to
insure originality. The result is
paying for services not used,
and often, because of lack of time
or real layout ability, the result
is not worth the sacrifice. Whether the present contract is of
that type I do not know, but most
were when I was Kaldron adviser
years ago.
Yearbooks have their chief
value for the great Industry that
has
developed for their
production.
Yours,
Carl Heeschen

Dear Editor:
I feel that comment on tie
last CAMPUS editorial, concerning the problems of the. KALDRON, deserves severe comment,
Larry, I must admit that, d
late, your newspaper has beei
a great source of disappolntmei
to me. If I remember correctly,
last year you made a statemal
to the fact that you were departing from the traditional journalistic approach of simply reporting facts to include additional
commentary.
At the time, I thought this
an admirable proposal for Ithln
student thought is probably on
of the most valuable and interesting parts of a publication. However, I never expected that y«
would* become so involved l>
slander as to completely ignon
facts. As of late, this ignoraiw
of "what really happened" seems
to be a continual fault of til
CAMPUS and even worse, then
has been no noticeable effort i
correct it.
Concerning the Kaldron pro
blems, I notice that you o»
tinually blast Bentley Hall form*
caring more about this public
tion, not to mention faculty
students. However, nowhere did
find one fact to support any'
your claims. You mention val*
able areas of concern with tl
yearbook and then drown thea
in childish rantings. How cany»
expect anyone to take any P*
of this editorial seriously. I
that I get so upset with
"yellow journalism" that I
it difficult to consider any of*
Kaldron problems as meaning'1'
Specifically, just whoinBe"'1
ley is (are) the culprit? PerMT
the janitor, the cashiers, ore*
the
president himself?
knows. Did it ever occur to ft
or to any of the members
staff, to interview 'any of
people to find out what they thU1
I realize this is a frighten"
thought, the picture that you p*1
of Bentley makes it sound 1»
some sort of medieval tor*
chambers. But let me
assure you, I've been
several times and have '•
managed to escape alive.

continued on page 5
Letter
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It Was And Is
Shades of glubless winter
waved good-bye to those hurrying to rid themselves of thoughts
I am trying to organize a.i
The Slithy Tove Is available of the last long term, Memories
ille«niy Sports Car Club.There during the week for group meet- of countless feet pacing the cold
ire sevaral good races and ral- ings, poster parties, and rela- carpetless floors and silencelies in this area to attend, two ted activities. To use the Ob- piercing record players, now lay
race car manufacturers to visit, servatory, sea Roger Lewis, dead in the dwindling piles of
Ires films to be gotten, and House Board Coordinator orChr -.3 forsaken snow. The cold too,
e shows can be arranged. Sickle, Slithy Tove Chairman. has departed, taking with it the
Anyone interested ca.i contact
mid'ile of a year, and heavy coats
me. Ownership not required-and woolen clothes. The swollen
only enthusiasm and interest.
red eyes from too much staring
Jim Pettengill
and late hours have passed, and
Free student gift packs are now are almost completely for41 Crawford Hall
available for anyone who did not gotten. Winter's desolation and
33S-9940
receive
one at registration. They aloneness have gone for now,
P.S. Don't forget the CU Rally
it release forms now!!!!!'! may be picked up at the CU to wait and hide until Summer
desk anytime this week.
grows weary of its fight and
beckons Its return one a more.
Gone are the cold noses, the
The Allegheny college Literchilled ears, and numbed fingers.
ary Magazine for 1969 is accepAs
the last remnants of winter's
The annual spring C. U. car
tlme manuscripts NOW. Prose,
visit
trickle slowly down the
rally
will
be
held
either
Sunday,
poetry, fiction, and non-fiction
are all needed, and photography May 5, or Sunday, May 19. It steep streets and sidewalks, the
and art entries are also being will start in the late morning thoughts of last term's profesaccepted. If you have any mat- and end before dinner. Release sors, the courses, and even
erial to submit, please contact forms and entry blanks are now friends, fade into the thawing
Carol Furrer or any member available at the C. U. Information ground.
The exam-wearied people left
of the Lit. Mag. staff. Thanks. desk or at Mrs. Huff's office.
Sign-up sheets are on the bulle- what seemed a million hours
tin boards in the C. U. hall and ago. In their place there were
lonely shadows, of the lives that
Freshman permissions have in the Grill.
This rally should be a lot of had occupied the rooms, the seats
been changed: Wednesday night
permissions will be 10:30 and fun — not terribly hard to navi- and beds only minutes ago. The
Saturday night 12:30, according gate, some beautiful country to cares and feelings of second term
to Dodie Chaffee, permissions see, a great way to escape the kept the steel radiators warm,
coordinator. Freshman Class campus for a few hours, and and the buildings from collapsing
from lack of companionship. The
Council initiated the change and trophies to be won.
Jim Pettengill expressions on creakyreddened
which the RAB passed.
faces still bounded from bleak
walls; the tears aiii ?aughter
lined the now empty stone halls,
and the once busy telephones
kite-shaped pin with a black and the Meadville Conservatory hang silently in the colorless
enamel shield is worn by some of Music on Jan. 29, 1891. The corners.
Those eager to escape the
68,000 girls the country over. sorority now claims 107 chapters
Theta colors are black and gold, and some 64,000 members. The pressure of tests and papers,
and the black and gold pansey lyre pin, chosen because it was found the outside world unreIs the flower.
one of the first Greek musical sponsive to their pleas for moThe formation of the second instruments, the scarlet and olive mentary solace. What greeted
women's fraternity, which fol- green colors, and the scarlet them was not security or solilowed close on the heels of the carnation with smilax are all part tude, but screaming headlines
telling of wild gold speculation,
first is also represented at Alle- of the Alpha Chi tradition.
runaway nerve gas, Vietnam and
gheny. The first six girls to wear
A local group formed in Dethe inch-long golden key of Kap- cember of 1904 and known as the primary campaigns. From
Pa Kappa Ga«ini formed the Theta Sigma, becameKappa chap- the tensions of tests and ideas,
group at Monmouth College, Mon- ter of Alpha Gamma Delta on shelter had been sought, and none
mouth, Illinois, on Oct. 13, 1870. Feb. 24, 1912. Alpha Chapter of was to be found. From the cold
Kappa has since grown to a to- Alpha Gam was founded May 30, and desolation, there existed In
tal of 94 chapters, with some 1904 at Syracuse University by each the hope that gentle Spring
would erase out the Old Man,
9, 813 members. The Gamma 11 girls.
and establish a new rule, at least
Rl>o chapter of KKG came, to
The 87 chapters of Alpha Gam- for a short time. What greeted
Allegheny on Feb. 13, 1888, at ma Delta claim some 45,000
a time when the national organi- members, all wearing the gold them was not shelter, nor warmth
zation was granting charters only monogram of the three Greek but the wrath of winter's sting
to the larger schools. The dark letters. Alpha Gam colors are slapping unmercifully at the unand light blue colors, and the red, buff, and green, and the prepared and unsuspecting. Their
fleur-de-lis distinguish Kappas flowers are red and buff roses. return home was not the tranquil
return home was not to the traneverywhere.
Allegheny's newest member of
The third national sorority to the Greek fraternity world is quil world outside, but to the
establish a chapter at Allegheny Alpha Xi Delta. The national was gross brutality of life as at is
«as Alpha Chi Omega. Alpha started by ten women at Lom- lived in the crumbling houses
chapter first came into being at bard College, Galesburg, Illinois on garbage cluttered streets, and
foxholes
the School of Music at DePauw on April 17,-1893, and colonized damp, Insect-ridden
thousands
of
miles
away.
The
University at Greencastle, Ind., at Allegheny in 1926 as the Alpha
six-thirty news invaded, perOct. 15, 1885, through the Rho chapter.
vaded even
the unconcerned
efforts of seven music students.
Some 113 chapters of Alpha
Alpha CM was the sixth national XI are active throughout the mind, and the barbarianisms of
•out there' were brought into the
Creek letter fraternity for women country, with a total of some plush livingrooms of all.
47,000 members. The quill pen,
M was founded, with music as the light blue, dark blue and gold
The return from there, though,
ts chief tradition.
colors and the pink Killarney was an escape from the life
The Delta chapter was estab- roses are symbols of the Alpha outside. The pictures of torn
lished at Allegheny by two girls Xi sisterhood.
bodies and amputees can not penthat were students at Allegheny

Sororities

etrate the wodden barrier surrounding this secluded sanctuary. Spring too, will be here
soon, and the fresh green on
lawn and tree will give hope
to the lost and the lonely, giving them hope that life cannot
be as it had been seen only days
before. The greening will cover
old wounds left by winter's
harshness,
and only cracked
sidewalks will tell of the rough
treatment months ago. The cares
anxieties, and sights of last term,
and last vacation, will run off
the broken sections of concrete
and worn roads, and seep quickly, although perhaps unwillingly,
Into the once frozen ground. Into
the ground too, there will be
washed the blood from a hundred
fresh battle wounds, and the tears
of those who have not found hope.
— b francls

Democratic
Alternative
Last Monday at the Unitarian
Parish house there was a casual
meeting of persons concerned
with or interested in the politics
of dissenting Democrats in this
region of Pennsylvania, Foremost in the minds of the people
collected was the candidacy
of Senator Eugene McCarthy in
the up-coming primary here in
Pennsylvania.
The question was raised immediately: What about those people,
especially in the soiled
hearts of the cities, in our case
Erie, who have a preference
for'RFK? It was quickly decided
not to exclusively campaign for
the senator from Wisconsin, but
to simply direct the campaign
toward getting people to the soils
to vote for any candidate who
does not qualify as LBJ.
Several students and Mr. Doty
strolled over to the Tribune
building to issue a press statement. It was announced that the
ALLEGHENY STUDENT COAL
TION FOR A DEMOCRATIC ALTERNATIVE had been created
and had devised a plan for action.
There will be a meeting Tuesday, April 2, at 7:45 in the Henderson Auditorium of all students
interested in volunteering to
work on the" campaign here in
the Crawford county and in Erie.
Students will be asked to spend
time - an afternoon, a Sunday in Erie and to help in the collection of funds here at Allegheny
and in the town.
The purpose of the organization is to campaign for Senator Eugene McCarthy and for the
candidates on delegation ballot
that have committed themselves
to a Democratic alternative.
SEE YOU NEXT TUESDAY
NIGHT. REMEMBER MAN IS
A POLITICAL ANIMAL!

Letter
You ought to try it sometime?
You may even neet some people
a little more willing to help than
you would suggest. But I realize
that I an mearlng that grave error
of siding with the administration-which could even result in a
condemnation like "apathetic,
conservative" so I'll change the
subject.
Larry, in the past few issues,
the CAMPUS has shown several
times that incomplete reporting
has led to inaccurate commentary. The prime example is, of
course, your blast of ASG Executive Committee for their laziness with the drinking policy.
The real facts are, of course,
that they have done all possible
until the Spring meeting of the
Trustees. Did you not know that
the Trustee vote was necessary
or had you not even bothered to
find out exactly how far the policy
had been established?
Such unconcern for the actual
situation and such overconcern
for sensationalisms leads to a
general distrust of your publication. I'm afraid to believe anything that you say about the
Kaldron because past experience
has shown that you may have
even made the whole thing up for
a good story. But now I'm being
extreme. All I really want to say
is that if you really want student
support for your campaigns, let
us know what is really happening. Give us reports of interviews, meetings, voting statistics and then draw your conclusions. But don't try to dupe
everyone with extreme, silly
arguments based on inconclusive
evidence. You only bore me with
that kind of reporting. I can
get it just as easily from
Reader's Digest.
Sincerely,
Carol Davis '69'

Dear Mr. Meysenburg:
I commend you on the innovation of a daily news media
here at Allegheny. It certainly
fills a here-to-fore large gap
in communications on this campus.
However, I am appalled with
the biased attitudes presented by
the CAMPUS and the language
in which they are presented.
The problems presented by the
CAMPUS of late are universal,
common to most college campuses. Allegheny is not an isolated entity; it Is not one of a kind.
It is not the most horrible place
in the nation, as today's (Mar. 3)
CAMPUS would have us believe.
Allegheny is an institution Of
higher learning. Learning is the
main role of every student here.
From this, all else follows. If
some students wish to participate in planned extracurricular
activities, they have a wide choice
of groups from which to pick.
Those who wish to promote learning and academic thinking can
also fulfill their desires, but only
If they ignore the trivial problems intrinsic in the system,
upon which the CAMPUS seems
to dwell year after year.
lean understandthecomplaints,
most of them justified. But must
they be presented in such a
crude manner? Must" we continually be reminded of their inevitable existence? Must we be subjected to such prejudiced opinions concerning their solution
or lack of them?
The opinions expressed In the
CAMPUS are usually logical.

ART'S
RESTAURANT
966 Park Ave.

However, the way in which they
are presented speaks not for the
quality of the education the writers supposedly received here at
Allegheny.
It reflects more
clearly the writers' immaturity.
Those persons holding the exEnter Brooks. Eyes left. Be
pressed opinions should take the
hold
a psychedelically wrappe
responsibility of their statements. Every article should be bigger-than-a-bread-box car
signed and a complete list of ton. YOUR opportunity to vet:
contributing staff member sshpuld dinner-time criticisms of
Alleghee, to Do.
be published in every issue.
A case of carefully formuIt is unfortunate that the CAMPUS has already lost its function lated concern (--or misdirectel
as a daily news media and has creativity?):
"John Brown's body lies i.
rather become a sounding board
for the opinions of a small mi .moulding in the grave. Perhapi
something can be done about this
nority. Hopefully, those who opipose the opinions of the staff unfortunate situation."
"Bismark was Swedish,"
'of the CAMPUS will begin to
"Could you arrange the neE
speak out in public. Hopefully,
snowfall to be robin's-egg blut!
they will be heard.
May I wish Miss Kfndervatter This white is very monotonous
and Mr. McKay all the luck In I think it would be to the credfc
the world in eliminating this of Allegheny College to
such a snowfall arranged. This
functional problem.
would,
as a by-result, change
Sincerely,
slush-color from grey to blueElizabeth L. Evans '68
grey."

ALL SHIRTS
SPORT OR PLAIN

OVERNIGHT SERVICE

A Card
For Every
Occasion
POSTANCE
NEWS ROOM
903 MARKET STREET

28*
ADVANCE
CLEANERS
Hours: 8:45 - 5:30
Corner of Baldwin
and North Main

332-5023

Open Sundays 11:00-8:00

GREEN & DEPHILIP

PHARMACY
•J U D T

Headquarters for
BARTON'S CANDY
935 Park Ave.

332-1601

Featuring:
Col. Sanders Recipe jor
KENTUCKY FRIED CUICKENl

JACK'S

DRUGS
Store Hours: Daily 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sundays — Hours 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Ph. 336-1113
285 Chestnut Street
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•fell, net exactly, but close,
there is s classic beauty to
plainness bhat transcends time,
This diamond solitare is in
style today, Instyle tomorrow
as It "as in style yesterday.
This ring, mounted with the
finest, most expensive quarter
carat diamond is y/i-.O.OO

JESSE N. KERR
JEWELER
215 thestnut St.

Meadvllle, Pa.

IFC: IN REVIEW

Kern's Korner

Rumor has It that the victory
bell clapper may again disappear
from Bentley Tower as it did
thirty years ago on April Fool's
Day. Although the guilty party
was never discovered, the suspected individuals included the
ASG President and three others.
It seems rather ironic that Allegheny's most politically prominent alums were both involved in
Bentley Bell Tower pranks...
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After two terms of intramural
action,
Delta Tau Delta leads in Wrestling
College" convocation - that an19
Chi Rhos
IFC
competition
by six and onenual assembly at which theChris17
Phi Delts
tian gentlemen of the Bentley half points over second place
15
Slgs
Bureaucracy face the lions - I Phi Gamma Delta. Winter term
13
Phi Gams
asked Dean of Instruction Helm- saw the seven fraternities and the
11
Theta Chi
reich what justification he had Independents battle for points in
8
Delts
for the senior comprehensive thrsr. 3p:f .- Bill Bly in the 135
7
Phi Psis
lb.
class
and
Dale
Meadowcroft
tests. The Dean's answer was
0
Indies
a surprise, not so much for its in 155 lb. class led the Crows
to
the
wrestling
championship.
In
reason and logic, but because
Basketball
it was an enthusiastic defense basketball the Phi Gams, aver(7-0) 29
Phi Gams
aging
about
53
points
a
game
of an academic atrocity for which
(6-1) 26
Phi
Psis
there have been few public apo- easily rolled to the title. Tehy
(5-2) 23
Phi
Delts
went undefeated and had only two
logists.
(4-3) 20
Delts
games in which the opposition
The Dean came on like a swash(3-4) 17
Chi
Rhos
lost by less than ten points.
buckling cavalier, but his candor
(2-5) 14
Indies
Delts edged the Crows in a thriland enthusiasm were about all
(1-6) 11
Theta
Chis
ling bowling finale to cop the
he had going for him. His specific
(0-7) 8
Sigs
crown in that sport. The final
reasons for championing the abstandings in the three sports and
surd left him in the pathetic role
the overall lineup as of this week Bowling
of an academic kamakazi pilot
were as follows:
(4-1) 19
Delts
who missed his .target and crash(5-2) 17
Chi Rhos
landed on some remote island,
(2-2) 15
Phi
Psis
with no immediate hope of rescue. tion: In the ceaseless pursuit
(2-2) 13
Phi
Delts
The faculty, as Helmreich re- of "quality points" - since the
(1-2) 10
Sigs
counted the sordid tale, had been College wants to produce stu(1-2) 10
Phi
Gams
upset for some time because, dents of quality - the student
Theta Chis
(0-2) 7
after four years of instruction, must concentrate more upon th
(0-2) 0
Indies
the students did not retain much short-term goal of retaining the
of the material. They voted for material until he completes the Overall Standings
the comprehensive test in the last sentence of his final exam.
134
Delts
hope that this "challenge" to
Allegheny is not alone in this
Phi Gams
127 1/2
our faltering intellects would academic abyss. As Dean HelmPhi Psis
122 1/2
compel us to do better.
reich noted, other "schools of
108
Chi Rhos
Our prehensile professors - quality" are cursed with com107
Phi Delts
whoever they may be - who vo- prehensive exams. Considering
96
Theta Chis
ted for this Mickey Mouse so- the fact that Allegheny once had
79 1/2
Sigs
lution to a basic problem should this test and dropped it, it is
Indies
38 1/2
have known better. No serious at least comforting to know that
On the annual IFC basketball
student will learn his ABC's we have rejoined this very sesimply because at some future lect group. True "schools of all-star team, 10 men from six
date he may be slapped down by quality," however, do not have teams were chosen.
the will of Zeus. He does well to rely upon ancient mediocrities First Team:
when the material is presented to prove their worth. Tehy are G. Hal Luce (Phi Delt)
in an INTERESTING FASHION noted for their progressive or- G. Bob Orr (Phi Gam)
going beyond the level of the iginality which does not subject C. Bob Murphy (Phi Gam)
"Dick and Jane" readers. The both faculty and students to hu- F. Bob Stephens (Phi Psi)
F. Jeff Reed (Phi Delt)
present system of grading has miliating headaches.
also been a deterrent to reten—gibs Kerns '68
Six atheletic endeavors will
keep the teams busy during the
spring. Included are table tenmis, swimming, badminton, softball, tennis, and track. Activity gets started this week with
ping-pong on Tuesday and Thursday nights, beginning at 7:00
both evenings.
Records — Phonographs
Instruments — Lessons
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